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ABSTRACT

The ergodic divcrtor experiments in TORE SUPRA can be analysed along two main
lines. The first one refers to the change of the heat and particle transport in the ergodized
zone. This is especially true for the electron heat transport which is enhanced in the edge
layer. But other distinctive features give evidence of the importance of the parallel
connexion length between the plasma edge, and the wall. The field Unes, which are
stochastic in the major part of the perturbed layer (10-15 cm) are such that, in the
outermost layer (3 cm), the connexion topology is regular. This has obvious effects on
the particle and power deposition, but also on the plasma parameters, and consequently
influences the particle recycling and impurity shielding processes. The TORE SUPRA
ergodic divertor experiments are reviewed in this framework.
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1- INTRODUCTION

TORE SUPRA [1] is a large scale tokamak (R - 2.38 m a - 0.8 m) which, in many

respects, foreshadows some of the physics and technology to be applied in the next phase

of tokamak studies. Its superconducting toroidal magnet (B<p - 4.5 T) allows in

principle very long shots performance if the plasma current (Ip £ 2 MA) can be non

inductively driven. [2] This work is in progress and shots lasting up to 42 s have been

performed in TORE SUPRA and longer ones arc foreseen in the near future.

However, very long shots can be considered "reactor-relevant" (i.e. relevant for a next

phase such as ITER) only if steady-state conditions can be reached. For this purpose, the

control of the effects of the plasma wall interactions and of th~ first wall status on large

time scale appears to be essentiaLas they may provide some of the longest time scale (e.g.

for particle control) This is why most of TORE SUPRA first wall is actively cooled by

hot pressurized water (T ~ 400-500 K , p ~ 4 MPa) with thermal time constants

ranging from 1 to 15 s [3,4,5]. This implies also an active control of the edge plasma.

The absence of an X point in the TORE SUPRA magnetic configuration led to alternative

options in the organization of plasma-wall interactions such as a set of modular pump

limiters [6] and an ergodic divertor [7].

The ergodic divertor concept was proposed fifteen years ago [8,9,10] and has already

been tested in small or medium size tokamaks see e.g. [11,12,13,14]. In a relatively

small device such as TORE SUPRA, the magnetic perturbation to be used must have

large poloidal and toroidal mode number, in order to ensure a sufficient attenuation from

the edge to the bulk. At the same time, the size of the ergodic zone should remain

comparable to plasma edge scale, Le. less than one fifth of the minor radius. Among the

objectives of this experiment, three were of major importance : i) the possibility to obtain

a cool and dense plasma at the edge thus allowing an easier exhaust for the particles, ii)

the prevention of the impurity species to reach the plasma bulk, iii) the specific heat flux

deposition should be spread over larger surfaces where it can be managed with the

available technology..

Up to now, most of the physics of the ergodic divertor has been investigated in ohmic

plasmas (B^ - 3-3.5 T, Ip - 1.0-1.75 MA). In a few experiments, auxiliary heating,

namely lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) at a level up to 4 MW could be used. The

major and beneficial phenomena encountered during the experiments result from one or

both of the following major modifications induced by the magnetic perturbation :



- modification of heat and particle transport in the ergodic layer ;

- modification of the connexion of the plasma to the wall and consequently of the

plasma-surface interaction processes and their impact on the plasma behaviour.

This paper will review the TORE SUPRA ergodic experiments results approximately

classified along these two major factors. In the last section, will be discussed the

phenomena where the physics are more intricate.

The experimental work is supported by a theoretical approach, addressing the two aspects

quoted above, which are described in [15] and [16] respectively.

2- PRESENTATION OF THE TORE SUPRA ERGODIC DIVERTOR EXPERIMENT

One of the major specificities of the TORE SUPRA ergodic divertor experiment is that the

magnetic perturbation is created by 6 modular coils equally spaced toroidally inside the

vacuum vessel [3]. The coils are equipped with neutralizer plates, which arc actively

cooled by water, providing a low thermal time constant (see further) but their limited area

restricts the heat flux exhaust capability to about 1MW. It is the reason why, for some of

the experiments, other limiters are inserted a few centimeters in front of the modules.

A convenient description of the magnetic perturbation created by the divertor can be

derived from a Fourier transform of the vector potential :

5B = Vx(5A) (1)

5A = ]£ Am,n exp i (m6* + n<p*J + Comp. Conj.
m,n

where m,n are the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers and 6* and <p* the intrinsic

poloidal and toroidal coordinates! 15]. For all of our experiments the main toroidal mode

number InI = 6 while the poloidal wave spectrum is wide with ImI = 18 ± 3.

The perturbation of the edge magnetic configurationhence exhibits a maximum for

I = - 1J- - , the so- called resonance of the ergodic divertor at q = 3.



In TORE SUPRA, the total current flowing in each bar of the coils can reach 45 kA

resulting in large magnetic perturbations ' R '~ 1.5 x 10'3 where (| 6B r j) is the
<p

averaged magnetic field perturbation in the ergodic domain. When the perturbation is

large enough, i. e. the plasma is close enough to the E.D. coil, this results in strong

overlapping of the magnetic islands created along the resonant surfaces (where

m+nq = O). In this case, the diffusion coefficient of the magnetic field lines in the

ergodic layer has been calculated from the quasi-linear formula :

(2)

The very design and the strong shear prevailing at the plasma edge allows the main

resonances to be restricted to this region. Consequently, the diffusion coefficient falls off

rapidly and ensures at the same time a large effect at the edge without any noticeable

perturbation of the plasma bulk. As an illustration, figure 1 indicates both the profile of

DQL at the edge for typical conditions and the Fourier spectrum of the perturbation. Also
indicated in the same figure is the estimated electron heat transport coefficient Xerg ~

DQL Vthe where Vthe is the thermal velocity of the electrons. The application of the

magnetic perturbation should result in a significant enhancement of the heat transport in

the edge region. A more thorough discussion of this can be found in [15], where particle

transport is also examined. In the case of a large enough heat flux from the core, the

temperature gradient would result in an opposite density gradient provided the pressure

profile is fiat across the ergodic layer. This high density regime (condensation regime)

can be reached only if Derg ~ DQL VM , where Vthi is the ion thermal velocity,

remains high compared to the radial turbulent diffusion coefficient Dx.

The hereabove description of the transport in the ergodic layer is correct as long as the

distance of the field line to the wall remains large. Theinclusion of the wall in the

calculation has one major consequence : some flux tubes connecting one pan of this wall

to another one are too short to experience any stochasticity. This property results in a

non-homogeneous very edge plasma and in "structures" which will be reported.

A field Une tracing code (MASTOC : MAgnetic STOchastic Configuration) allows to

study the intersection of the stochastic layer and the wall [16]. The connexion length to

various part of the wall, can be derived from the calculation. This factor is used to analyze

heat and particle flux deposition.



It is important to notice that the ergodic divertor strength depends on the current in

the coils IED but also on a given magnetic equilibrium, the plasma current

(resonance) and the plasma minor radius among others.

3- MAIN MODIFICATION QF THE EDGE PLASMA INDUCED BY THE ERGODTC

DIVERTQR

3.1 - Temperature lowering in the edge layer

When the ergodic divertor magnetic perturbation is applied, the electronic

temperature measured by Thomson scattering decreases by a large factor at the

edge. The spatial resolution of the system is too limited to give an accurate

evaluation of its location.Measurements are done every 11 cm and the measurement

is averaged over 5 cm. The most external measurements are achieved at » 71 and

6X1 cm i.e. about 4 and IS cm radially inward from the limiter. The temperature

Te (r =» 71 cm) is reduced to a value lower than 100 eV when the ED is on

whereas it ranges from 400 eV to 200 eV depending on the density in ohmic

plasmas (1019 m-3 < ne < 4.1019 m-3).

This decrease varies monotonically with the magnetic perturbation above a

threshold IED ~ 10 kA for OPL plasmas [17].

More inward, measurements depend sensitively on the q values encountered. This

is illustrated in figure 2 which exhibits the temperature variations as a function of

the edge safety factor q . Close to the limiter (r = 0.71 m) the edge electron

temperature decreases for q(a) £ 4 , whereas at r « 0.6 m , the maximum effect

is encountered for q(a).- 3.6 .

It is worthwhile noting that the effects are maximum when the safety factor at the

coil location is about 2.5 in each case (note that the spatial resolution corresponds to

an error bar of ±0.3 for q). As suggested in [18], the electron temperature profile

is likely to be very flat in the ergodic zone and consequently, a rather large gradient

should hold up at its inner border. Such behaviour has been given evidence in the

TEXT ergodic magnetic limiter (EML) experiments [19]. It appears also that one of

the specifications of the ergodic divertor is to allow some tuning of the size of the

perturbed layer as far as heat transport is concerned. This might be applied fruitfully

to circumstances where the volume of a radiating layer has to be controlled.



Spectroscopic measurements of the ionic temperature Ti by Doppler broadening of

visible lines such as CVI, NIV, give evidence that it also decreases during the E.D.
application in the midst of the E.D. layer. For a typical ohmic shot Ti (CVI) at

r-0.68 m decreases from 350 to 15OeV, This is not surprising since the

equipartition terms are important in this zone.

3.2 - MHD stability and disruption prevention

The production of chains of magnetic islands and then of a stochastic layer at the

plasma edge might appear quite dangerous as far as disruptions are concerned,

since the ergodic zone extends nearly to the q = 2 surface. In fact, the ergodic

divertor acts generally in a positive way by decreasing the general MHD activity :

the rotating modes are nearly suppressed when the ergodic divertor is activated.

This suppression concerns mainly modes related to q = 2 and more surfaces.

More internal modes such as m = 3, n = 2 are not affected. Saddle loops

measurements show that the rotating mode stabilization is not accompanied by their

locking [2O].

This m = 2 , n = 1 tearing mode stabilization is estimated to be attributed to a
change in the current density gradient allowing a change of the sign of A'2 =

Vj(q<2) / Vj(q>2)[2i,22]. These modifications of the plasma current density

are deduced from the observed changes of the electron temperature profile.

The physical situation is very sensitive to the level of perturbation close to the

q = 2 layer. Especially, in cases where the plasma radius is too much reduced,
resulting in an enhanced perturbation close to q = 2 , the E.D. divertor leads to an

immediate disruption without precursors.

Yet, the beneficial effect found has been tested to prevent automatically the

occurrence of disruptions with clear pre-triggers . Above a threshold in the

measured MHD activity, the ED. is automatically switched on and the gas injection

stopped resulting in the suppression of the fatal disruption [2O]. This can be used

for a wide range of q values (from 2.5 up to 4).

The low density current in the edge region leads also to a noticeable increase of the
internal inductance IL



3.3 - Radiative losses

The radiative losses generally decrease during the E.D. application but this is due to

a general lowering of the electron density and a reduction of the impurities in the

plasma bulk (see further). At the same time, the radiation is enhanced at the very

edge only [23] and this effect remains asymmetric, the edge radiation being emitted

from the low field side of the torus, i.e. close to the divertor modules location. In

OPL and DIV configurations, radiative losses can be enhanced by gas puffing [24].

Different behaviours are encountered in He and D plasmas. For He

plasmas,where the density is only little affected, the radiative losses are equivalent

for cases with or without E.D., except for strong puffing leading to high densities.

Consequently the density limits, expressed by the factor M.q where M is the

Murakami parameter 1V R / B<p js lowered from 25 to 15. For D plasmas, strong

gas puffing leads to a dramatic increase of the edge radiation losses. At the same

time, the already low electronic temperature (at r - 0.71 m) reaches value of about

50 eV or less. The radiative shells tend to become symmetrical. For such edge

conditions, the till then low fuelling efficiency of divertor plasmas suddenly

improves, plasma detaches and eventually disrupts if the gas puff is not stopped

before.

In other experiments, the radiation layer may be triggered by nitrogen injection, the

general behaviour looking like the former one.

A general observation is that enhanced radiation might be created easily with partly

recycling species. The radiative zone remains close to the location of recycling, up

to the point where the heat loss created so far induces an electron temperature

decrease in the whole layer. In fart, the physics of the radiating layer seems

correlated to the particle transport both for deuterium and impurities as discussed in

section 5. It is likely that, if some pumping is provided for the recycling particles

(e.g. wall pumping in present experiments), the level of the losses may be
controlled.

Only a few experiments were done with auxiliary heating, namely lower hybrid

waves (f = 3.7 GHz) at power up to 4 MW. The high heat exhaust requirements

implied a configuration with both the outboard and inboard first wall limiters. It

appeared that a stable "MARFE" [25] was sustained in the high field side of the
plasma for a total power above 2.5 MW up to 4 MW [26]. Thus, 90 % of this

power could be radiated, and the power load to the inner first wall and specially at



hot spots location could be reduced strongly. This could be achieved only with a

moderate magnetic perturbation (IED ~ 18 kA ), yielding a typical perturbation at

the edge reduced by a factor 7 compared to the usual outboard configuration with

maximum current in the coils (IED = 45 kA). It is worthwhile noting that this

high radiating layer could be achieved whereas the most central carbon line (CVI)

brightness decreased, and as the average density remained rather low
(~ 1.8.1019 m-3).

3.4 - Bulk plasma characteristics

The E.D. having a deconfining effect, it appears essential that the perturbation is

restricted to the edge. This is expected from the use of large m-mode numbers

perturbation. In fact, the plasma bulk remained unaffected except for the parameters

which are controlles by the edge such as density (D - screening) or impurity content

(impurity screening). An analysis has been done of the electron heat transport

within the bulk [27]. This has been achieved by the two codes INTERMED and
LOCO [27] and shows in figure 3 that : i) Xe is not affected in the plasma bulk

(r/a < 0.8) ; ii) <ne Xe> in ^16 gradient zone (1 < q < 2) is unchanged and

measured to be about 2.5 to 3.5 1019 nr1 S'1. For the deuterium shots studied, the

density was low enough so that the Alcator law remained valid.

3.5 - Other characteristics of the plasma edge

A far LR. laser scattering system allows a measurement of the turbulence spectrum

[28]. The general level of the turbulence (< Sn > / n) remains approximately

constant when the divertor is activated but the spectrum is clearly shifted in the

direction of the ion diamagnetic velocity at the edge, thus suggesting a plasma

rotation in the same direction. Similar observations are done by Doppler-shifts of

impurities lines in the edge. This could be related to a modification of the edge

radial electric field inducing a poloidal drift In fact, it appears reasonable to admit

that in the ergodic layer an outward electric field is created so as to retain the

electrons. Such measurements were achieved on TEXT with a heavy ion beam

probe [29]. The ED offers once more apotentiality for active plasma edge control,

as both the amplitude of the magnetic perturbation and the edge q profiles could

help in controlling the strength and the extent of this electric field and thus of the

plasma rotation velocity and its shear.



4- MODIFTCATTQN QF THE CONNEXION BETWEEN THE PLASMA AND THE

WALL AND ITS IMPLICATIONS QN THE PLASMA SURFACE INTERACTIONS

AND THE PLASMA EDGE INHOMOGENEITIES

4.1 - Experimental observation of the heat deposition during ergodic divertor shots

The modular coils of the ergodic divertor are equipped with neutralizer plates

between the bars. But their low exhaust capability plus some weaknesses at the

beginning of their operation led to the use of the outboard limiter (OPL) on the inner

wall as main "limiter" in ergodic divertor experiments.

In fact, this allowed various studies aimed at determining the ability of the divenor

configuration to spread out radially the heat deposition and at accurately determining

possible inhomogeneities due to the particular magnetic configuration. This was

done using two main sets of diagnostics. The first one takes benefit of the active

cooling of ail the first wall elements [30] (except some very recessed parts such as

the ports which represent 10-15 % of the total torus surface). Consequently, its

calorimetric measurements yield integrated values of the outflux on nearly all the

first wall parts. The time constant of the measurement is of the order of the pulse

length (a few seconds). Its use implies of course as much as possible steady-state

conditions for the heat flux. It is the reason why it has to be used for similar series

of shots. If the Atpiateau is the current plateau duration, AtED the magnetic

perturbation application length, AtNS the non stationary phases (current rise and

ramp-down), W and P the respective energy and power involved, then :

WTOT = 1 U/ Ip dt = PNS AtNS + Ppiatwu Atputeau + PED AIED (3)

and PED might be easily deduced, U/ being the loop voltage and WT the total

energy taken into account in the plasma shot

A time-resolved record of the heat flux deposition can be deduced from infrared

(LR.) thermal imaging on specific parts of the first wall. Usually, focus was put on

the observation of one modular coil or the outboard pump limiter plus a better

spatial resolved observation of one neutralizer plate. In this case, one should keep
in mind that the active cooling with a very small time constant (T ~ 1 s) allows a

quasi-immediate translation of the thermal image in heat flux [3O].
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Two main categories of observations can be distinguished : the first one relates to

the spreading of the heat flux in the radial direction ; the second one gives evidence
of the poloidal inhomogeneides encountered when the ergodic divertor is used.

• Radial spreading

In the first experiments, for which the radial gap between the main outboard pump
limiter and the ergodic divertor modules was as wide as 5 cm, it was noticed that
half of the conductive and convective power flowing onto the limiter was

channelled to the rieutralizer plates [31]. This could be interpreted roughly as more
than a doubling of the parallel heat flux e-folding XQ , even though this term is not

proper for this case where the physics used to model the "scrape-off-layer" should

be revisited.

In fact, a complete set of measurements could be done, the outboard pump limiter
being located at R = 3.15 , 3.16 and 3.18 m respectively. Figure 4 shows that

the power flowing to the neutralizer plates deduced from calorimetry, jumps from

100 to 500 kW when the E.D. is activated (!ED = 45 kA). Note that for a rather

low perturbation (IgD = 15 kA) most of this effect is already achieved. It can also
be remarked that the inclusion of the OPL results in a shadowing effect on the
neighbouring modules and a gradual increase of the power hitting the other

modules. Complete retract of the OPL suppresses this effect It should be noted that
this is not accompanied by an important increase of the total power exhausted by the
neutralizer plates (i.e.~ 600 kW). Most of the power reaches the coils (mainly the

neutralizer, the coil structures and also the titanium pumps located on each side of
the modules) and there is a considerable reduction of the inner wall deposition
Oocated 3 cm radially away from the LFCS.

A threshold clearly exists for thes>: effects to take place. It appears clearly on the
thermal images of the neutralizer plates which show nearly i.j changes for

IED ~ 8 kA, and a radial spreading for IED -15 kA. A similar threshold level
has been noticed earlier for other divertor induced phenomena (31] and is close to
the stochasticity level.

- Poloidal inhomogeneities

The use of a spatially periodic perturbation seems to imply some poloidal
inhomogeneities. This is at first true for the modular coils themselves. Heat
channeling onto the neutralizer plates dominates while the current flowing in the
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bars ensure a rather good self-screening. The power flux onto the neutralizcr plates
reaches 8 MW.nv2 (4 MW.nr2 on average), as it stays below 0.8 MW.nr2 on the

graphite protection of the current bars (0.23 MW.nr2 on average) for DIV -

configuration.

In fact, the channeling depends sensitively on the field lines pitch close to the

divertor. Better spreading is obtained for q = 3 (at the neutralizer plates) whereas
some shadowing occurs for q < 3 or q > 3 as shown on figure S. Rough

calculations of the field lines pitch angle indicate that such shadowing is likely to be

due to the neighbouring bars. This results in quasi-complete disappearance of the

thermal flux.for q > 4. It should be reminded here that q = 3 corresponds

generally to the strongest resonance term in the Fourier analysis of the magnetic

perturbation.

Poloidal inhomogeneities were clearly given evidence from the footprints of the

magnetic perturbation noticed on the thermal images of the OPL [32]. The topology

of the hot region varies with the strength of the perturbation IED- Heat deposition is

shown to be radially deeper for larger amplitudes.
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4.2- Analysis of the interaction of the ergodic laver with the wall

As quoted in the second section, a calculation of the magnetic field lines topology

has been achieved, taking into account the actual magnetic configuration and the real

geometry of the wall [16]. This study gives generally a good account of the

experimental results from a qualitative point of view. The main criterion which was

used up to now is the connexion length of the flux tube. In fact, this analysis

reveals two zones in the ergodic layer. Close to the wall, a non-negligible amount

of flux tubes have very short connexion length, certainly lower than the

characteristic length for stochasticity LSI = q R s'̂ /3 where s is the Chirikov

parameter [15].

This first case can be treated in the framework of the usual s.o.l. theory. For the

other ones, the heat (and particle deposition) has to be treated in terms of short

connexion length in series with a random walk transport in a stochastic layer. This

analysis is in progress and its first results are presented in [33].

The simple consideration of the connexion lengths involved allows to verify the

heat deposition as far as the poloidal inhomogeneities (case of the OPL [14]) and

of the radial spreading onto the neutralizer plates [33] are concerned. An example is

given on figure 6 which displays the connexion length to the neutralizer plate in a

meridian plane as a function of the location. Note that the ED action allows a

spreading of the heat flux on more than 2 cm radially for the maximum.

Such calculations will be used in the future to evaluate the ability of a new set of

limiters to sustain ergodic divertor operation during high power level discharges.

4.3 - Plasma edge inhomogeneities

The specific physics encountered close to the wall acts not only on power

deposition but on the plasma edge structure. One would expect once more poloidal

inhomogeneities. This kind of studies were done by spectroscopic methods in the

tokamak TEXT where poloidal periodicities in ne and T6 were revealed [34].

In TORE SUPRA, such phenomena were also given evidence. The most
spectacular is seen on figure 7 ; it features a tangential view of the torus close to the

inner wall taken by a CCD camera which integrates the whole visible spectrum. In

experiments where the ergodic divertor is applied to a detached plasma, "island-
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like" structures appear. This poloidal extent is compatible with modes m ~ 18 and

their radial extent is about 2 cm each., i.e the distance between two successive

resonant surfaces. Up to 3 successive chains seem to appear before reattachement

of the plasma. Preliminary measurements achieved with the reciprocating Langmuir

probe suggest such a radial modulation of the density.

5- PHENOMENA RESULTING FROM COMBINATTON OF VARIOUS EFFECTS

The phenomena related in the particle balance derive generally from a more complex

image of the ergodic divertor action at the edge. For such studies, modifications of

transport in the edge layer but also changes in the plasma connexion to the wall and in the

wall physics of course play comparable roles in determining particle recycling and the

impurity content of the discharge. They are reviewed hereafter.

5.1 - Main particle species particle recycling

The phenomena encountered depend essentially on the particle retention in the wall.

For Helium plasma, the wall retention is low. Consequently, nearly all the

introduced gas is ionized. When the magnetic perturbation is switched on, the

density decreases by O to 20 % (this seems to depend mainly on the presence of

10-20 % of hydrogen and deuterium). The reduction appears only in the plasma
edge as shown on figure 8. Moreover, the fuelling efficiency during the ergodic

divertor application through gas puffing remains very high. It ranges from 0.6 to

0.8 (increasing with the average density). Thus, it appears that the edge particles are

somewhat deconfined (by a little less than a factor 2 over the whole plasma edge)

[24]. This deconfinement does not induce any screening effect for gas puffing in

the case of Helium, since it is a quasi-perfectly recycling particle.

For deuterium plasmas, the density can decrease by a large factor, up to 2. The

main difference with the former case derives likely from the completely different

deuterium wall recycling properties. This phenomenon can be analyzed in an

analogous way as the one used to model the changes occuring during a

displacement of the plasma from the low field side to the high field side. Reservoir

models have been proposed by Ehrenberg for JET experiments [35] to study such

experiments. Similar analysis have been undertaken for TORE SUPRA [36].

Emphasis has to be put on the "accessible" wall deuterium content, which is

carefully monitored on a shot-to-shot basis. Unfortunately, the reservoir at stake
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during ED operation is difficult to determine. The main experimental observation is

that the plasma particle content at equilibrium and the time constant for density

decrease when the ED is switched on do not depend on the usual active wall content

which determines the density at equilibrium with the inner wall. Accordingly, the

time constant for the density decrease remains mainly determined by the bulk
particle confinement time Tp as long as the "ED-wall content" does not approach

saturation.

Deuterium fuelling efficiency by gas puffing remains very low (- 1 %) in ergodic

divertor operation preventing any increase of the plasma density with this method

(see section 3.3).

The comparison of both cases (He and D) shows clearly that a general particle

deconfinement occurs at the plasma edge. This deconfmement allows the edge

region to lead to an efficient screening effect for incoming particles as long as the

wall is conditioned to pump particles.

Consequently, efficient plasma fuelling is obtained only with pellet injection. This

is achieved in Tore Supra with a centrifugal pellet injector (Vpciir* - 600 m.s'1,

repetition rate 4 Hz, 2.5 1020 Do/pellet). Densities up to 7.1019 nv3 could be

obtained. The fuelling efficiency is close to 1 as the pellets are injected at mid-

radius. Figure 9 compares the evolution of two pellet-fuelled discharges with or

without E.D. During E.D. on, the plasma density profile is more peaked and the

density decay time is lower, both phenomena revealing once more the edge

deconfinement together with reduced local recycling.

5.2 - Impurity screening by the ergodic divertor

Ergodic divertor operation has provided very beneficial results as far as

decontamination is concerned. An extensive description of theses aspects is found

in [37] and [38] for D and H plasmas respectively. Reference [38] indicates

clearly that the screening effect is roughly the same for the main intrinsic impurities

and for one impurity injected on purpose. The screening effect indicated there is

relative to the value of the most central impurity concentration obtained without

ergodic divertor and takes into account possible variations of the source term. It is

only known for nitrogen injections which are calibrated. For a 0.5 s duration

injection, only 1 % of the injected gas is found in the plasma. For oxygen,

assuming a production which is a linear function of the D flux onto the wall which

linearly induces the recycling flux (measured by D0 signal). For carbon, the source
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term is supposed to remain constant. Note that these experiments were using

helium to allow a straightforward comparison in shots were the density stayed

constant during the ED opération. Similar results are obtained for D shots in similar

density conditions for comparison sake.

The screening effect increases with the perturbation level. In fact, the relative

screening factor was even higher in deuterium plasmas if one compares the impurity

concentrations at similar density , as shown in figure 10 for Carbon. It can be

noticed that the decontamination effect is still observed at higher density during
pellet fuelled shots.

As for deuterium, it is worthwhile noting that the observation of decontamination

stems from the fact that none of these impurities are completely and immediately

recycling. Preliminary experiments indicate that screening is not obtained for neon

injection due to the absence of retention by the wall.

The screening effect reaches its maximum for the usual resonant values at the edge
(Le. q - 3) as shown on figure 11. Impurity control can be achieved in an

efficient way with the ergodic diyertor provided the enhanced local recycling of

impurity species is used to allow their effective pumping. This cannot be realized in

steady-state conditions without an efficient removal scheme for particles. Wall

pumping used in our experiments will remain useful only in transient conditions.
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6- CONCLUSION

The ergodic divertor experiments in TORE SUPRA have allowed extensive studies in

ohmic conditions. Only preliminary experiments have been undertaken with auxiliary

heating. The physics of the edge layer is dominated by two major trends.

An actual enhancement of perpendicular transport is encountered in the edge region. This

is obvious for heat transport and very likely for particles. In the latter case, the analysis is

complicated by the assessment of the source terms. Yet, localization of the radiation close

to the divertor modules is a clear indication that parallel transport of the impurity low

ionization state ions is prevented. The actual physics of this phenomenon is still under

investigation.

Nevertheless, one must also take into account the new plasma connexion to the wall

which introduces flux tubes with different lengths reaching the wall. This has a major

influence on the heat and particle deposition and on particle recycling..

A very active control of the plasma edge emerges finally from this picture. Beneficial

effects are consequently given evidence :

- radial spreading of the heat flux deposition (at the expense of well-marked poloidal

inhomogeneities),

- effective screening of the incoming particles from the wall inducing an effective

decontamination effect for non-recycling impurities. Moreover, a significant

enhancement of the radiative losses in the plasma edge is obtained,

- effective controls of the current density profile at the periphery yielding stabilization of

the m = 2 n = 1 mode and an effective density limit disruption preventer.

Other assets are underseen, possibly related to the creation of an edge radial electric

field. Plasma condensation at the edge is still expected from open-don at large auxiliary

heating power.

These points are studied extensively in tokamaks with X-point magnetic configuration

also. A very useful comparison should be drawn from both these experiments type, as

the physics are very similar and the objective» are common as far as heat, panicle and

impurity control is concerned.
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FIGURES CAPTIONS

Figure 1 : a) Calculation of the quasi linear coefficient for DQL field lines diffusion in the
ergodic zone in a typical case. Also indicated are estimations of the deduced
heat (Xog) and particle (D6Tg) diffusion coefficient

b) Example of a typical calculation of the magnetic perturbation potential vector
for various m and n, m being the poloidal and n the toroidal mode number,
q represents here the radial position and position of resonant terms are
indicated.

Figure 2 : Variation of the electronic temperature measured by Thomson scattering at
both edge location («0.6 and »0.71 m) as a function of q(a), when
divertor is activated or not

Figure 3 : Derivation of Xe as a function of the average plasma density from the code
LCCO for diverted and undiverted conditions.

Figure 4 : Variation of the power deposition to the neutralizer plate of the ergodic
divertor for two OPL configurations as a function of the coil current l£D-

Figure S : Thermal images of the equatorial neutralizer plate for various values of Ip ;
local q value is indicated and a photograph is also displayed.

Figure 6 : Plot of the length of the flux tube connected to the neutralizer plate reprented
on the top view. Vertical coordinate covers the whole plate the radila limit of
which is indicated.

Figure 7 : Tangential view of the plasma close to the inner wall by a CCD camera in false
colours showins "structures" in the edge layer.The ED is applied to a
detached plasma yielding a large radiating shell

Figure 8 : Density profiles measurements for shot # 5876 in helium showing a decrease

at the edge when comparing undiverted (open symbols) and diverted cases
(filled symbols) .

Figure 9 : Comparison of two pellet-fuelled discharges with (full) and without (dashed)
ED. Average, edge density and apparent particle confinement time are
displayed.
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Figure 10 : Carbon concentration in diverted (o) and undiverted (+) deuterium plamas for

various densities Pellet-fueled dischages are indicated respectively (I) and (x)

Figure 11 : Relative screening factor for O, C, Cl as a function of the plasma current Ip

i.e. the edge safety factor q.
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